FRIDAY OCT 5TH
12:00-1:00PM: Dominatrix vs. Goddess Play: Simone Justice - Iberville
Learn the difference between Dominatrix and Goddess styles of play. The lexicon of BDSM titles is rooted in
history denoting unique icons. Understand how to respond to how a sub refers to you, in order to better
embody their specific fantasy.
12:00-1:00pm: A Transgender D/S Love Story: Tiki Inacay – Bienville
The story of two transgender identifying kinksters in a D/S relationship. This workshop is a whimsical
and comical romance that provides hope for any relationship. The workshop will provide participants
with communication tools, conversation opportunities, and transformative experience
12:00-1:00 p.m. E-stim for Girls: Miss Vixen - Toulouse B
This hands-on workshop will detail the intricacies of electrostimulation of the female anatomy. From tits to
clits, kegels to ghost-fucking we will go over placements and programs to increase your chances of achieving
Hands-Free Orgasms. Please bring your own equipment and accessories (or purchase from the Current
Pleasures booth before class). Bring a towel to sit on, and a pillow/sheet if you wish.

1:30-2:30PM: How to Market yourself In the lifestyle as a Vendor or Presenter: A Midnight Angel - Iberville
So you want to be a presenter, as a chosen career to pay your bills, well don’t hold your breath darlings,
because its a long way, however, if you are not sure of how to market yourself as a presenter, then this is the
class for you to come and sit and learn, and discuss with a Marketing & Social Media specialist and how you
can begin to build your resume and climb that career path.
1:30-2:30PM: Living a Committed Dominant Female Led Relationship; how and why it works. Q & A: Nerys
Michelle and Demobitch(Robert) - Bienville
Nerys Michelle and Demobitch(Robert) have been married 30 plus years. They would like to share with others
how their relationship works, why it works for them and could for others as well.
1:30-2:30PM: The Art of Erotic Whipping: Mistress Cyan –Toulouse B
It’s not always about pain… Mistress Cyan discusses and demonstrates The Art of Erotic Whipping in a
workshop designed for those interested in the sensual use floggers and singletails in an erotic scene. This
class includes a brief discussion of different types of floggers and singletails , how and when to use them,
preparing your submissive for the scene, taking them on the journey and aftercare. The class concludes with
a Q&A period, open discussion and “hands on” instruction for individuals if time permits.

3:00-4:00PM: Torturing the Family Jewels : CBT 101 class with demos: Ms Lola Smiles - Iberville
The class will cover basic CBT including safety, techniques, implements, chemical play and aftercare. Demo of
CBT Bondage, chopstick humbler, and penis helicopter.

3:00-4:00PM: The Flawed Master: Elevating Mastery Through Vulnerability(Masters’ Class): Goddess Indigo Bienville
We speak about wanting and needing transparency in our slave in order to succeed in our dynamic. We feel
driven to be omnipotent, omniscient, and all-powerful. The idea of making mistakes, being flawed, imperfect
in any way is anathema. We speak of slaves being brave enough to open themselves to our scrutiny, to show
us their “ugly parts.” How can we truly have an authority-transfer environment where they entrust all of
themselves to us when we never really show them who we are? How long can we pretend to be “perfect?”
Becoming a fully-faceted self-actualized individual requires having integrity. Integrity is defined as “knowing
and accepting one’s self.” To the extent we hide who we are, we cripple our own capacity to become wholly
immersed in our dynamic. “Acceptance” is a two-way street. And, it begins by having the courage to be seen.
3:00-4:00PM: Dominating The Adult Baby (AB) Mistress Jackie – Toulouse A
The delving into age play and how to use it for humiliation, using diapers, clothing and force feedings to fulfill
a specific set of desires. Adult babies (AB) starting to become more and more prevalent and this class will go
over several different types of mindsets that they may have. The class is about which mindset they want and
asking the right questions to better understand them. Do they simply want comforting, nurturing and freedom
to just act like a child or forced into diapers and rubber pants as a part of humiliation play or something else
entirely. This class will go over the different aspects of age play and how you can have fun with each.

4:30-5:30PM: Blow Jobs: Nookie Notes - Iberville
Why is it call a blow job? Because it's work! LOL! Learn the best and most pleasurable techniques for
combining work and play in this class all about going down on his throbbing staff of manhood (or on her cockof choice). We'll discuss the dominance and submission of BJs, the physical parts of the male "charms," how to
give an how to receive graciously, and WHY it's really called a blow job!
4:30-5:30PM: Do you have medical problems? How to negotiate and learn about your partners medical
needs.: Hiker- Bienville
This class will review how to discuss medical problems in the setting of scene negotiation, and discussion some
common medical conditions and medications. We will go over what you need to know to play safely with
people on diabetes and high blood pressure medications.
4:30-5:30PM:1950s living in real life 21st century: VintageKinkyDoll – Toulouse A
A discussion and class on finding some harmony in building a D/s relationship based on 50s household
dynamic

6:00-7:00PM: : Ancient Chinese and Arabic used cupping as therapy. Master Hirokata - Iberville
Cupping also called horn method was used to dispel pus, a form of acupuncture, and moxibustion. Clinics
generally use bamboo jars or glass cup/caps. In BDSM the most common jar is a common drinking glass
(opening 1 or 2 inches in diameter) or plastic pump cupping set. The easiest to use are the ones made with

pumps to form the seal/suction, followed by the Twist-on cup set. Come and see how you can use this as a
form of fun and exoticness to your scene.
6:00-7:00PM. Beginner Male to Female Make-Up Mz Emily - Bienville
This class will help build confidence with basic MTF make-up skills. I will go over tips, such as, beard cover
contouring, tools needed, brushes, sponges, make-up removers, shopping and secrets that have greatly
helped me in my exploration of cross-dressing.

6:00-7:00PM : Fire Play: Mystryss Lily – Toulouse B
They say fire cleanses, and burns away negativity. Often times the recipients of fire play describe it as an
almost spiritual experience, as well as intense, cathartic, relaxing and exhilarating simultaneously! There are
many different types of fire play that can be done, but I have 6 favorites that I really enjoy sharing with others,
and I hope those of you who attend this class will enjoy learning to share them as risk aware, and harm
preventatively as possible!
•
Double Fire Flogging
•
Fire Cupping
•
Fire Wands
•
Fire Mousse
•
Flash Cotton
•
Fire Knives/Hatchets
This is a hands-on and discussion based class! Please come comfortably dressed, and ready and able to show a
lot of skin, if you desire to experience receiving fire. Also, please have clean, oil and lotion, etc free skin if you
are interested in trying fire play!
******************************************************************************

SATURDAY OCT 6TH
12:00-1:00PM: Your PhD in Understanding Submissives: SEA- Iberville
This class covers a range of topics important in understanding different facets of submission: (a) 6 types of
masochism, (b) 5 need centers of submissives, (c) 3 core languages of D/s, (d) 9 motivation types of service
submissives, and (e) 2 distinct types of humiliation play. Helpful to: * Dominants who wish for a broader
understanding of submissives, * Submissives who wish to learn models and terminology to examine and
articulate their submission

12:00-1:00 PM: Cross-Dressing and Relationship dynamics, Mistress Jackie & Mz Emily - Bienville
This dynamic is very common but not always known to both parties in the relationship. There is no way to be
super accurate, but studies say 5% and as high as 20% of men have cross-dressing tendencies. You are not
alone. This is also a great class for wives and significant others. You need support too! This class will be the

story of our journey of 23 years of marriage dealing with this issue. We will be open to answer as many
questions as possible. This class has been entertaining, educational, and empowering every time.
12:00-1:00PM: Partner Yoga Mistress Kayla Crowe – Toulouse B
This class is intended for all practice levels to learn how to do acroyoga poses and partner poses in a safe
environment with a trained instructor. This class will teach up to eight partner poses and two community
poses.

1:30-2:30PM: Where are your kidneys anyways: A guide to anatomy for impact play and bondage: Hiker Iberville
This class will review how to discuss medical problems in the setting of scene negotiation, and discussion some
common medical conditions and medications. We will go over what you need to know to play safely with
people on diabetes and high blood pressure medications.
1:30-2:30PM: So You Want To Be A Titleholder: A Midnight Angel - Bienville
Have you ever thought about running for at title, but you are not sure what it entails? Every contest is
different, come and learn the basics of what you will need to do to prepare to run, and the things you will
need to run for a title, and what is required of you before and during as well as after, and of course what a
title year requires!
1:30-3PM: PET SHOW – Grand Ballroom D
The contest is open to all pets; dogs, puppies, cats, kitties, lions, tigers, ponies, snakes, and even duckbilled
platypus!!! All are welcome! We also have a few pet masks if you don’t have a costume. We do have Handlers
for pets that need help in the show. The focus will be on having a good time!
Ribbons will be awarded in the following categories:
 Cutest Pet
 Best Behaved Pet
 Best Costume
 Best Pet Trick
Each contestant will be given 30 seconds to get their pet to show off his/her vocals, tricks, best walk. most
obedient, best dress, etc. Madame Margherite will be there to help with pets.

3:00-4:00PM: Slaps, Smacks and Whacks: Master Mastiff - Iberville
How to use hands, floggers, paddles and crops and canes to torture, tease and tenderize. There will be a
combination of demonstration and lecture with a lovely assistant. Discuss the 5 implements listed above and
cover history, various types and styles as well as the proper use of. Also discuss safety and where and how to
strike and not to strike. Those attending are presented with a certificate of attendance from Marquis De Sade
University.
3:00-4:00PM: STDs & STIs—What Do You HAVE To Know To Make Informed Decisions?: NookieNotes Bienville

There is a lot of mis- and dis-information still around about sexually transmitted diseases and infections that
could make a HUGE difference in what you consent to, how your consent, and how you choose to play. This
class is a Q&A + lecture format.
3:00-4:00PM: Flogging Fundamentals with Mistress Cyan – Toulouse B
Understanding the fundamentals of basic flogging is the key to building a solid foundation on which the
Dominant can build upon. The art of flogging is much more than just picking up a whip and hitting someone
with it. In this class, Mistress Cyan will share her knowledge and expertise regarding different types of
floggers and how to use them in a variety of ways to enhance your flogging scenes. She will also
demonstrate the techniques that are essential to learn in order to become proficient at more advanced
stages. The class will also include individual “Hands On” instruction if time permits.

4:30PM-5:30PM: Are you a doormat or a slave?:VintageKinkyDoll - Iberville
Finding balance and inner calm on being a 24/7 slave and dealing with the judgments that we get on the
bottom of the slash.
4:30-5:30PM: Starting Off Safe - Consent & Negotiations for New Kinksters: Ms Lola Smiles - Bienville
Being new to anything can be intimidating, stressful and overwhelming, we all want to be safe & stay safe so
this class/discussion will cover:
• Consent;
• Using/being aware of safe & proper play techniques;
• Coping with subspace;
• Administering aftercare;
• What to do if something goes wrong;
• Etiquette - both for public parties and private play; and
• Negotiating & setting up a scene.
*6:00-7:00PM:
4:30PM-5:30PM: Foot Service: How to care for those feet you worship: Sir Gear – Toulouse B
Into foot worship? Come join The Reverend as he takes you through how to care for them! Wether it's providing a
service to your top or just taking care of what you love to worship, this class is for you. We will go through the
supplies, equipment and techniques to manage and massage while creating an experience your top will love.

6:00-7:00PM Fun with Needles [Needles 101]: Master Hirokata n A Midnight Angel - Iberville
Master Hirokata has been doing needle play with his submissive of 13 years, not only will you learn to have
fun, but he will be showing you what Needle play consist of. So everything from safety to how to sadistically
put needles in your bottom, as well how to make your bottom fly, and see all kinds of nice art work you can do
with your needles! This class you will have the option to also receive the class notes and patterns via E-Mail
what you will learn in this class is the following:
• Safety First
• Equipment you will need to engage in your play piercing,
• Basic insertion techniques

• Colors! What do the hub colors mean?
• Permanent piercings vs Play Piercing?
• Where to place and not to place the needles
• Stimulation of play piercings
• Incorporating Accessories into Needle Play
• Removing play piercing needles safely?
So come and learn how to have fun with needles. This can be fun and sweet and sadistic with your bottom!
6:00-7:00PM: Latex 101 a guide on purchasing, maintaining and repairing your latex: Marika Renee and Latex Barbie
- Bienville
Take downs are fun and exciting, but the risk can be higher when you don’t know how to fall. Whether you
are a top or a bottom, knowing how to fall during a takedown will reduce the risk of a scene stopping injuring
and possibly having that awkward conversation in the ER. In this class you will learn how to take down and be
taken down in a safe matter. This class pulls from various martial arts teaching in the ways of grappling; Body
dynamics, ergonomics, and breath control are the key. We will cover various techniques for take down but the
focus is on getting to the ground.
6:00-7:00PM: Art of the fall: Steward Dorian – Toulouse B
Take downs are fun and exciting, but the risk can be higher when you don’t know how to fall. Whether you
are a top or a bottom, knowing how to fall during a takedown will reduce the risk of a scene stopping injuring
and possibly having that awkward conversation in the ER. In this class you will learn how to take down and be
taken down in a safe matter. This class pulls from various martial arts teaching in the ways of grappling; Body
dynamics, ergonomics, and breath control are the key. We will cover various techniques for take down but the
focus is on getting to the ground.

*********************************************************************************

SUNDAY OCT 7TH
12:00-1:00PM: Alone Is Not an Option: Loss of Your Dynamic : Goddess Indigo - Iberville
Goddess Indigo lost her slave to terminal cancer in 2011. Going from total connection to total loss—whether
through death or dissolution—is staggering. This gap creates a vacuum that is difficult to fill. This facilitated
discussion covers ways to find support and deal with guilt and other emotions that inhibit us from moving
forward. While there are many support groups for those who have lost a loved one due to divorce or death,
we don’t have those resources for the intensely inter-dependent dynamic that we engage in. Join us as we
celebrate what we had and tear down barriers preventing us from reconnecting. Know you are not alone.
:00-1:00PM: FLR with chastity and cuckolding class: Nerys Michelle n DemoBitch - Bienville
Nerys Michelle and DemoBitch (sub/hubby) have been married almost 34 years. Our relationship has always
been about learning, evolving and experimenting. Nerys Michelle has always been a more dominant
personality and about 9 years ago embraced it thoroughly by becoming a member of ClubFem DFW and

learning techniques. As a couple we started researching and learning about chastity, different types of
devises, long term use, using chastity as a means of punishment and control over 5 years ago. Using a chastity
devise helped us move into a cuckolding relationship. Demobitch lost all his male undies and has been
wearing womens underwear for the past 3 years. He has embraced his feminine side and has been dressing in
his female clothing more and more. He is a total submissive who enjoys pleasing his Mistress.
12:00-1:00PM: SLINGING SYNTHETICS: Bondage in nylon 101 By Lubegirl – Toulouse B
Generally when we think of Shibari and suspension, natural fiber such as Jute and Hempcome to mind as the
rope of choice. In this class, we examine the alternative type and preference of some synthetics, the
advantages and disadvantages of synthetics and how to make it part of your style of rope. While there will be
time to test and workshop specific things learned in the class, this is demonstration and discussion oriented
class, with minimal hands on portions.

1:30-2:30 PM: Hypnosis Play: Simone Justice Iberville
Learn how to use the power of consensual erotic hypnosis to enhance your scenes. Hypnosis is real and a
powerful domination technique. This class covers the basics of how to hypnotize and how to incorporate it
into BDSM play.
1:30-2:30PM: Kinkphobia: Tiki Inacay - Bienville
An exploration of stigma and discrimination with regards to BDSM and the alternative lifestyle. The
conversation explores social contexts and personal fears with coming-out as a "Kinkster." The
workshop facilitates conversations that empowers and strengthens participants. The workshop is
transformative and gives participants the opportunity to transform their own personal experience as
authentic and self-expressed. This empowers them to live a life more authentically
1:30-2:30PM EAST VERSUS WEST: Rope Bondage Basics 101 by Lubegirl – Toulouse B
In this class, we examine the basic types of bondage and how to encorporate those styles, be it the bedroom
or a bondage session. While there will be time to test and workshop specific things learned in the class, this is
demonstration and discussion oriented class.

3:00-4:00PM: MISTRESS TEA – Brand Ballroom D
3:00-4:00PM Basic Military Training Part 1: Steward Dorian - Iberville
Ever wonder what it would be like to institute strict military protocol? Or been interested in physical fitness as
punishment? Listen up and square it away, in this Period of Instruction (POI) participants will learn from a 10+
year U.S. Army veteran the concepts of military protocol, vernacular, rank structure, stances/positions, facing
movements, commands, voice modulation, and physical punishment.

4:30-5:30PM Basic Military Training Part 2: Steward Dorian - Iberville

Ever wonder what it would be like to institute strict military protocol? Or been interested in physical fitness as
punishment? Listen up and square it away, in this Period of Instruction (POI) participants will learn from a 10+
year U.S. Army veteran the concepts of military protocol, vernacular, rank structure, stances/positions, facing
movements, commands, voice modulation, and physical punishment.
4:30-5:30PM: The Ins and Outs of Fisting: Mystrss Lily: - Bienville
Do you own a 3-way opening anal speculum, or know why one is useful if you are into fisting? Have you
ever wondered why there are so many different types of lubricants out there specifically for anal play,
and which ones are best for fisting? Are you someone like me, who is very fond of their fingernails, and
doesn’t want to be required to remove them to fist someone safely? Come find out how to not have to!
Learn about sizing up, like you would if you wanted to gauge up a piercing, instead of just lubing up and
trying to work your way straight to a fist. Also, come find out about good pre-fisting hygiene. This class
will be mostly discussion based, unless there are any volunteers who desire to have the opportunity to
be fisted, and then please come properly hygienically prepared to receive.

4:30-5:30PM E-Stim 101: Achieving Electric Ecstasy and Hands-Free Orgasms (taught by Miss Vixen &/or
Bigtip) – Toulouse B
Tens, EMS, Violet Wand, microcurrent, stereostim … what’s the difference? We’ll start with a PowerPoint
presentation to explain how it all works. You’ll learn basic principles from surface area and conductivity to
pathways and placements and how to understand the lingo. We’ll run through the equipment from power
units to cables and adapters and demo some accessories. Afterwards there will be a Q&A and individual
demos. Bring your own equipment and accessories if you have them, for in-depth assistance in their use and
applications. Or purchase some from the Current Pleasures booth before class. After your time with us you’ll
be well equipped to explore electric eroticism and on your way to many hands-free orgasms!

